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The conventional Gibbs-Duhem integration method is very convenient for the prediction of phase
equilibria of both pure components and mixtures. However, it turns out to be inefficient. The method
requires a number of lengthy simulations to predict the state conditions at which phase coexistence
occurs. This number is not known from the outset of the numerical integration process. Furthermore,
the molecular configurations generated during the simulations are merely used to predict the
coexistence condition and not the liquid- and vapor-phase densities and mole fractions at
coexistence. In this publication, an advanced Gibbs-Duhem integration method is presented that
overcomes above-mentioned disadvantage and inefficiency. The advanced method is a combination
of Gibbs-Duhem integration and multiple-histogram reweighting. Application of multiple-histogram
reweighting enables the substitution of the unknown number of simulations by a fixed and
predetermined number. The advanced method has a retroactive nature; a current simulation
improves the predictions of previously computed coexistence points as well. The advanced
Gibbs-Duhem integration method has been applied for the prediction of vapor-liquid equilibria of a
number of binary mixtures. The method turned out to be very convenient, much faster than the
conventional method, and provided smooth simulation results. As the employed force fields
perfectly predict pure-component vapor-liquid equilibria, the binary simulations were very well
suitable for testing the performance of different sets of combining rules. Employing
Lorentz-Hudson-McCoubrey combining rules for interactions between unlike molecules, as
opposed to Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules for all interactions, considerably improved the
agreement between experimental and simulated data. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2137706�
I. INTRODUCTION

The synthesis of a particular chemical component usu-
ally requires subsequent purification of the product by the
removal of by-products and/or a solvent. Sometimes, separa-
tion itself is the main function of an entire process. As sepa-
ration processes usually account for the larger part of the
operational and capital investment costs,1 there is a large
incentive for research directed towards cost-reducing im-
provements of separation processes and the development of
new ones. Obviously, the selection of a proper separation
process and the design of the separation equipment require
knowledge of the thermodynamic data behind the process.1–3

Many pure-component physical properties can be retrieved
from literature. Although pure-component properties are
surely interesting, industry often works with mixtures. Un-
fortunately, mixture properties are seldom available at the
conditions of interest. Thus, these properties need to be mea-
sured in some way. In case one is able to prepare a represen-
tative sample and to devise a proper experimental setup,
properties can be measured in the laboratory. However, ex-
periments can be quite time consuming and experiments at
extreme conditions require expensive equipment.

Molecular simulation can be an attractive alternative at
extreme physical conditions as computers are insensitive to
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the circumstances of the system that is simulated. It can also
conveniently be employed with mathematically simple force
fields when a large number of candidate molecules or sol-
vents needs to be screened for a particular application. As
computer power has increased considerably over the last
years, the size and complexity of the systems that can be
tackled with molecular simulation have increased as well.

This work focuses on Monte Carlo molecular simulation
of vapor-liquid equilibria of binary mixtures. Well-known
methods that can be used to predict phase equilibria of mix-
tures are the Np�+test-molecule �TM� method,4–7 simula-
tions in the Np� Gibbs ensemble,8,9 simulations in the grand-
canonical ensemble combined with multiple-histogram
reweighting,10,11 and the Gibbs-Duhem integration
method.12,13 The Np�+TM method relies on the accurate
computation of the liquid- and vapor-phase chemical poten-
tials at a reference state point.4–7 The method gets computa-
tionally demanding in case one of the phases has a high
density as the computation of the chemical potential is ob-
structed by the large number of test-molecule insertions with
a negligible Boltzmann factor.14,15 Gibbs ensemble simula-
tions can be very convenient as they directly provide a co-
existence point from a single simulation. However, applica-
tions of the pure-component NV� Gibbs ensemble are
always limited to phases at moderate densities, as the results
heavily depend on the possibility to insert molecules into the

16,17
coexisting phases. Although the capability of the Np�
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Gibbs ensemble to predict vapor-liquid equilibria still de-
pends on the ability to successfully insert molecules, the ap-
plication to mixtures brings some ease; instead of performing
insertions and removals of molecules for all components, it
is convenient to only perform these moves for the smallest
component and to carry out trial identity changes for the
larger molecules.9 Like the Np�+TM method and the Np�
Gibbs ensemble method, the combination of grand-canonical
simulations and multiple-histogram reweighting needs suc-
cessful insertions and removals of molecules.

Among above-mentioned methods, the Gibbs-Duhem in-
tegration �GDI� method has the advantage of not being de-
pendent on insertions and/or removals of molecules. This
independence makes the method especially suitable for the
computation of phase equilibria including a solid phase.18–20

In case a good estimate of an initial coexistence point is
known, the method is appropriate for the prediction of com-
plete phase diagrams.18,21,22

In this work, the GDI method is in the center of interest.
A brief description of conventional GDI is given in Sec. II A.
In Sec. II A, we also comment on the disadvantages and
inefficiency of the conventional GDI method. The discussion
of the conventional method is followed by the introduction
of an advanced GDI method. This advanced method implies
a combination of GDI and multiple-histogram reweighting.
The idea of combining GDI and multiple-histogram re-
weighting is not completely new;23 however, this publication
describes the first successful application. The principle of
histogram reweighting is explained in Sec. II B. The math-
ematical framework of advanced GDI is presented in Sec.
II C. Details of the simulations and simulation results are
presented and discussed in Sec. III. Section IV contains a
summary and concluding remarks.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Conventional Gibbs-Duhem integration

A Gibbs-Duhem equation describes the mutual depen-
dence of state variables in an individual phase. Combination
of the Gibbs-Duhem equations of coexisting phases enables
one to derive a so-called Clapeyron equation that describes
monovariant phase coexistence. The original Clapeyron
equation describes how pressure must change with tempera-
ture for two pure-component phases to remain at coexist-
ence. GDI implies the numerical integration of such a Clap-
eyron equation. The method is easily extended to binary or
multicomponent mixtures24 and multiphase systems25 by de-
riving the appropriate Clapeyron equation. The Clapeyron
equation that is considered in this work describes isothermal
vapor �V�-liquid �L� equilibria in a binary mixture24

� �p

��2
�

�,�
=

x2
L − x2

V

�2�1 − �2���vL − vV�
= F�p,�2� , �1�

where �2 is the fugacity fraction of component two,24,26,27 x2

is the mole fraction of component two, � is the volume per
molecule, p is the pressure, and �=1/ �kBT� is the reciprocal
temperature, kB being Boltzmann’s constant. The subscript �
indicates that the derivative is taken along the saturation line.

The dependent and independent integration variables in
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Eq. �1� correspond to an isobaric semigrand-canonical
ensemble.24,26 The right-hand side of Eq. �1�, F�p ,�2�, will
be called “slope” in what follows.

In conventional numerical integration, the evaluation of
the slope yields its exact value. In GDI, the slope is deter-
mined with molecular simulation, and the longer the simula-
tion proceeds, the better the estimate for the slope gets

� �p

��2
�

�,�
=

1

�2�1 − �2��

�x2�NLp��2

L − �x2�NVp��2

V

�v�NLp��2

L − �v�NVp��2

V , �2�

where �¯�N�p��2
represents a semigrand-canonical ensemble

average in phase �, and N� is the number of molecules. Since
molecular simulation is a computationally demanding tech-
nique, it is important to choose a numerical integration
method that needs as little evaluations of the slope as pos-
sible. Kofke12,13 and Mehta and Kofke24 suggested the use of
predictor-corrector equations. In this work, higher-order
variable-step-size predictor-corrector equations are used.15

To start the numerical integration of a differential equa-
tion, initial conditions are needed. A convenient choice for
Clapeyron equation �2� is a pure-component coexistence
point along with the corresponding initial value for the slope.
Different simulation techniques that can be used to predict
the initial point and the initial slope are described in previous
work.14,15 The numerical integration of Clapeyron equation
�2� comprises a number of steps.

Initial condition.
�1� Compute the saturation pressure p0

sat of pure compo-
nent one ���2�0=0�, along with the value of the slope
F�p0

sat , ��2�0=0�, both at the temperature of interest.
Prediction.
�2� Increment the fugacity fraction, ��2�i= ��2�i−1+���2�i,

and estimate the saturation pressure pi
sat���2�i� from

the predictor equation corresponding to integration
step i.

�3� Collect samples of the volumes and compositions in
isobaric liquid- and vapor-phase semigrand-
canonical simulations and compute the slope
F�pi

sat , ��2�i�.
Correction.
�4� Apply the corrector equation that corresponds to in-

tegration step i to update the value of pi
sat using the

slope computed in step �3� and previously estimated
slopes.

�5� Repeat steps �3� and �4� until the specified conver-
gence criterion has been met.

Production.
�6� Perform isobaric liquid- and vapor-phase semigrand-

canonical simulations at the estimated saturation
pressure so as to obtain the final value of
F�pi

sat , ��2�i� and other relevant thermodynamic prop-
erties at phase coexistence.

Proceed with next integration step (if required).
�7� Go to step �2�.
A serious disadvantage of the conventional GDI scheme

is that the number of correction simulations �steps �4� and
�5�� that is needed to obtain convergence of the saturation

pressure is not known beforehand. Furthermore, the samples
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taken during the corrector simulations are merely used to let
the saturation pressure converge in a mathematical sense.
The samples do not contribute to the ensemble averages of
the densities and mole fractions of the final coexistence point
�production phase, step �6��. This makes the conventional
GDI method inefficient. A method that circumvents afore-
mentioned inefficiency is presented in Sec. II C. Some nec-
essary background is given in Sec. II B.

B. Multiple-histogram reweighting

The molecular configurations generated during a simula-
tion contain a large amount of information. It is a waste of
data and time not to extract as much information as possible
from those configurations. Histogram-reweighting methods
are examples of data analysis tools that increase the amount
of information extracted from a simulation. Histogram re-
weighting provides an estimate of the probability distribution
of the ensemble of interest at thermodynamic state variables
close to the ones the simulation was performed at.28–33 From
a reweighted probability distribution one can compute en-
semble averages at nearby state variables.

Suppose one would like to know the canonical probabil-
ity distribution at reciprocal temperature �0. All samples of
the energy that are obtained during the course of a canonical
simulation are collected into a histogram H�0

�U�. Energy
level j includes all energies U within the following interval

Uj −
1

2
�U � U � Uj +

1

2
�U , �3�

where �U is the bin width of the energy levels. As the mo-
lecular configurations of the system are generated in accor-
dance with their Boltzmann weights, the histogram can serve
as an estimate 	est of the true canonical probability distribu-
tion at reciprocal temperature �0

	est�U;�0� =
H�0

�U�

N�0

=

est�N,V,U�exp�− �0U�

	
U�


est�N,V,U��exp�− �0U��
,

�4�

where N�0
is the sum of the entries of histogram H�0

�U�. The
degeneracy 
est is estimated from


est�N,V,U� =
H�0

�U�

N�0

exp�+ �0�U − ANV�0
�� , �5�

where ANV�0
is the Helmholtz energy. From now on, the

subscript �0 will be replaced by 0. The canonical probability
distribution at any reciprocal temperature � can be estimated
using Eqs. �4� and �5�, by reweighting the histogram col-

lected at �0
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	est�U;�� =
H0�U�/N0exp�− �� − �0�U�

	
U�

H0�U��/N0exp�− �� − �0�U��
. �6�

Every histogram obtained from a finite simulation is sub-
ject to statistical errors. Furthermore, the range of energies
sampled during a finite simulation at a single temperature �
is relatively small. Thus, a single simulation only provides a
reliable estimate of the degeneracy over a limited range of
energies. If temperature � differs too much from �0, the peak
of the reweighted histogram will be shifted to the tails of the
measured histogram where the statistical uncertainty is high.
This means that the extrapolative power of Eq. �6� is limited
to a relatively narrow range of temperatures around �.34–38

Nevertheless, there are methods that can be used to obtain a
degeneracy that is valid over a broad range of energies.

The degeneracy is independent of state variables and can
in principle be estimated from every histogram. As histo-
grams collected at nearby temperatures overlap, a series of
histograms collected at nearby temperatures covers a large
part of the energies available to the system. This series of
histograms can be combined with the multiple-histogram re-
weighting �MHR� method of Ferrenberg and Swendsen28,29,39

and Swendsen.37 The resulting equation for the degeneracy,
estimated from histograms collected at R state points, is
given by


est�N,V,U� =

	
i=1

R

Hi�U�/gi

	
j=1

R

Nj/gj exp�− � j�U − ANV�j
��

, �7�

where the parameter gj depends on the correlation time of
successive configurations collected at state point j.29,37,39 The
Helmholtz energies in Eq. �7� are estimated from

exp�− �iANV�i
� = 	

U


est�N,V,U�exp�− �iU� . �8�

Equation �7� and the Helmholtz energies at the R state points
form a dependent set of equations that can be solved self-
consistently with a Newton-Raphson method.39,40 The opti-
mization of the Helmholtz energies is only possible when
histograms obtained from different simulations overlap suf-
ficiently. As Eqs. �7� and �8� determine the Helmholtz ener-
gies only within an additive constant, it is convenient to set
one of the Helmholtz energies to zero and compute the other
values with respect to this reference state. In case the histo-
grams are extended to a thermodynamic state point with
known Helmholtz energy, all absolute Helmholtz energies at
other state points can be computed.

Now, we will derive the MHR relations for the binary
isobaric semigrand-canonical ensemble. In this ensemble, the
total energy U, volume V, and number of molecules of com-
ponent two N2 fluctuate, while the temperature �, pressure p,
fugacity fraction �2, and total number of molecules N are
fixed. The isobaric semigrand-canonical partition function is

15
given by
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YNp��2

* =
 dV
�Vq

1
����N exp�− �pV�

V�N − 1�! 	
iden

�C1����2

C2����1
�N2

� 
j=1

2


i=1

Nj 
 Jij�qi
nj�dqi

njdsi
3

�exp�− �Utot�s3N,qN1n1+N2n2�� , �9�

where Utot is the sum of the inter- and intramolecular inter-
action energies, Jij is the Jacobian of transformation from
Cartesian to generalized coordinates of molecule i which is
of type j , q1��� is the kinetic contribution of a molecule of
component one, si

3 represents the vector of overall transla-
tional coordinates of molecule i, scaled by the length of the
cubic simulation box, and qi

nj represents the configuration
vector of molecule i which is of type j and has got nj +3
degrees of freedom. The summation indicated by “iden” rep-
resents a sum over all possible identities of all molecules.24

The asterisk in Eq. �9� indicates that the partition function
correctly counts volume states.15,41–43 The thermodynamic
potential belonging to partition function �9� is the effective
full semigrand energy ��1N. The purely temperature-
dependent variables Ci��� in Eq. �9� are given by

Ci��� 
 Ji�qni�dqnidsi
3 exp�− �Uintra� , �10�

where Uintra comprises all intramolecular contributions to the
interaction energy and Ji is the Jacobian of transformation
from Cartesian to generalized coordinates of a molecule of
type i. To simplify the notation, the factor Jij�qi

nj�dqi
njdsi

3 will
be indicated by dqij� in what follows. In order to introduce
the degeneracy into the isobaric semigrand-canonical parti-
tion function, a total energy U0

tot, volume V0, and number of
molecules of component two N2

0, along with Dirac  func-
tions and a Kronecker delta, are introduced in Eq. �9�

YNp��2

* = 	
N2

0

 dV0
 dU0

tot
 dV�V − V0�

�
�Vq1����N exp�− �pV�

V�N − 1�! 	
iden

N2,N2
0�C1����2

C2����1
�N2

�
j=1

2


i=1

Nj 
 dqij��Utot − U0
tot�exp�− �Utot� . �11�
the pseudo-Boltzmann factor in Eq. �15� gives the effective confi
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Now, partition function �11� is written as the summation over
a product of the degeneracy and a pseudo-Boltzmann factor.
Keeping all parts that depend on temperature, pressure, and
fugacity fraction out of the degeneracy results in

YNp��2

* = 	
N2

0
	
V0

	
U0

tot


*�N2
0,V0,U0

tot�

�exp�− �U0
tot − �pV0 + N ln�q1���V0
 dq1��

+ N2
0 ln� �2C1��� 
 dq2�

�1C2��� 
 dq1�
�� , �12�

where the degeneracy 
*�N2
0 ,V0 ,U0

tot� is given by


*�N2
0,V0,U0

tot� =
�V0�U0

tot

�N − 1�! 
 dV
�V − V0�

V

�	
iden

N2,N2
0


j=1

2


i=1

Nj 
 dqij��Utot − U0
tot�


j=1

2


i=1

Nj 
 dqij�

,

�13�

where �V0 and �U0
tot are bin widths of the histograms. Over

the course of a simulation performed at thermodynamic state
point i, a histogram is collected containing the energy-
volume-composition combinations the system encounters

Hi�N2,V,Utot� � H�N2,V,Utot;��2�i,pi,�i� . �14�

Simulations performed at R different thermodynamic state
points are combined with the MHR method in order to obtain
an estimate of the degeneracy 
*�N2 ,V ,Utot� that is valid
over a large range of temperatures, pressures, and fugacity
fractions

* est�N2,V,Utot�

=

	
i=1

R

Hi�N2,V,Utot�/gi

	
j=1

R

�Nj/gj�exp�− � jU
tot − � jpjV + N ln�q1V
 dq1�� + N2 ln�C1
 dq2���2� j/C2
 dq1���1� j� + � j��1� jN�

. �15�

Combination of the effective full semigrand energy and several nonfluctuating purely temperature-dependent contributions in

gurational semigrand energy
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N ln� f̂1/pref� = ��1N + N ln�q1C1

�pref� , �16�

where pref is a reference pressure, the value of which is trivial in this work, and f̂1 is the fugacity of component one in the
binary mixture. The estimate of the degeneracy and the effective configurational semigrand energies are found self-consistently
by iterating Eqs. �17� and �19�


* est�N2,V,Utot� =

	
i=1

R

Hi�N2,V,Utot�/gi

	
j=1

R

Nj/gj exp�− � jU
tot − � jpjV + ��� j,N2,V� + N2 ln���2� j/��1� j� + N ln�� f̂1� j/p

ref��

. �17�
The variable ��� j ,N2� in Eq. �17� is defined by

��� j,N2,V� � N ln�V� jp
ref� + N1 ln�
 dq1�

C1�� j�
�

+ N2 ln�
 dq2�

C2�� j�
� . �18�

The effective configurational semigrand energy at thermody-
namic state point j is given by
density in a pure-component system and the composition in a
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N ln�� f̂1� j/p
ref� = − ln�	

N2

	
V

	
Utot


*�N2,V,Utot�

�exp�− � jU
tot − � jpjV + ��� j,N2,V�

+ N2 ln� ��2� j

��1� j
��� . �19�

Finally, the probability to observe the system with a particu-
lar volume-energy-composition combination at temperature
�, fugacity fraction � , and pressure p is given by
2
	�N2,V,Utot;�,�2,p� =

*�N2,V,Utot�exp�− �Utot − �pV + ���,N2,V� + N2 ln��2/�1��

	
N2�

	
V�

	
U�tot


*�N2�,V�,U�tot�exp�− �U�tot − �pV� + ���,N2�,V�� + N2� ln��2/�1��
. �20�
A simplified version of probability distribution �20� will be
combined with predictor-corrector methods in Sec. II C to
predict vapor-liquid equilibria of binary mixtures.

C. Advanced Gibbs-Duhem integration

The search for phase-equilibrium conditions requires the
frequent adjustment of state variables and the subsequent
computation of ensemble averages at those state variables.
As MHR is a perfect means to obtain ensemble averages
over a range of state variables from only a few simulations, it
is very convenient in phase-equilibrium calculations.

To actually compute phase coexistence from MHR, there
must be a connection between the liquid and the vapor
phase; for example, overlap of liquid- and vapor-phase his-
tograms. If such a connection can be realized and MHR is
applied to all liquid- and vapor-phase histograms simulta-
neously, the optimized ensemble probability distribution of
the order parameter close to vapor-liquid phase coexistence
is double peaked. Examples of the order parameter are the
binary system. Each of the two peaks in the bimodal distri-
bution corresponds to a single phase. The coexistence condi-
tion is given by those state variables for which the areas
under the two peaks are equal. This is the so-called criterion
of equal peak weight.44,45 In case the bimodal probability
distribution of the order parameter can be measured during a
single simulation in a single simulation box, phase coexist-
ence can be simply obtained by reweighting a single histo-
gram. However, accurate prediction of the relative peak areas
in a single simulation is often difficult as the free-energy
barrier for condensation or vaporization, which is high at low
temperatures, decreases the frequency of sampling of both
phases. This problem may be solved by artificially lowering
the free-energy barrier with multicanonical sampling
methods.45–49

In case direct overlap cannot be realized or is computa-
tionally too demanding, an indirect connection between the
liquid and the vapor phase must be sought for. The connec-
tion may be realized by performing a simulation at a state

49–51
point in the vicinity of the vapor-liquid critical point.
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The free-energy barrier for condensation or vaporization
close to the vapor-liquid critical point is so low that a single
simulation will frequently sample both liquid and vaporlike
configurations. Additional histograms are collected at sub-
critical liquid- and vapor-phase conditions. Application of
MHR to all liquid- and vapor-phase histograms simulta-
neously results in an estimate of the degeneracy from which
one can extract the bimodal probability distribution of the
order parameter over a range of state variables close to co-
existence conditions. Clearly, application of above-
mentioned methods requires some knowledge about the po-
sition of the vapor-liquid critical point and the coexistence
line before a series of simulations is started.

As pointed out in Sec. II A, the conventional GDI
scheme starts with the prediction of the saturation pressure at
an incremented value of the fugacity fraction. An isobaric
semigrand-canonical simulation at the estimated saturation
pressure provides an estimate of the slope of the Clapeyron
equation. The first estimate of the saturation pressure is then
updated by applying a corrector equation. Subsequently, a
new simulation at the updated saturation pressure is per-
formed to again compute the slope of the Clapeyron equa-
tion. For sufficiently small integration steps, the prediction
and correction simulations are performed at only slightly dif-
ferent state points. For that reason, application of the
histogram-reweighting method to histograms obtained from
a single liquid- and vapor-phase simulation at the predicted
saturation pressure can be conveniently used to replace all
simulations belonging to the prediction, correction, and pro-

duction steps.

2
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The condition for phase coexistence used in this work is
implied in the corrector equation and in previously deter-
mined coexistence points. Thus, the liquid- and vapor-phase
histograms neither need direct nor indirect overlap, which is
clearly an advantage over other MHR methods. The combi-
nation of GDI and histogram reweighting will be called “ad-
vanced Gibbs-Duhem integration” in what follows.

As already pointed out, the advanced GDI method
strictly requires only one liquid- and vapor-phase simulation
per coexistence point. However, the extrapolative power of a
single histogram is limited to only a narrow range of state
variables. Therefore, the single-histogram reweighting ap-
proach is only appropriate in case the integration step is very
small. In order to make the method applicable for larger
integration steps, a number of simulations is performed at
state points that cover the region nearby the coexistence con-
dition that is estimated with the predictor equation. This en-
ables one to compute phase coexistence from MHR by inter-
polation instead of extrapolation to nearby state conditions.

Equations �17� and �20� can be simplified considerably
by remembering that all simulations in this work are per-
formed isothermally. Thus, reweighting to other temperatures
is not needed to compute phase coexistence. The conjugate
density of the reciprocal temperature � is the energy U. It is
possible to perform the summation over the energy levels
beforehand. The pseudo-Boltzmann factor in Eq. �17� is re-
ferred to a certain reference state point, say, �p0 , ��2�0 ,�0

=��. Division of the denominator and numerator of Eq. �17�
by the pseudo-Boltzmann factor at the reference state point

gives

* est�N2,V,Utot� =

	
i=1

R

Hi�N2,V,Utot�/giexp�+ �Utot + �p0V − ���,N2,V� − N2ln���2�0/��1�0��

	
j=1

R

Nj/gjexp�− ��pj − p0�V + N2ln���2� j��1�0/��1� j��2�0� + N ln�� f̂1� j/p
ref��

. �21�

It is convenient to define a temperature-dependent pseudodegeneracy

�* est�N2,V� =

	
i=1

R

Hi�N2,V�/gi

	
j=1

R

Nj/gjexp�− ��pj − p0�V + N2ln���2� j��1�0/��1� j��2�0� + N ln�� f̂1�j/p
ref��

. �22�

Using Eq. �22�, probability distribution �20� simplifies to

	�N2,V;�2,p� =
�* est�N2,V�exp�− ��p − p0�V + N2ln��2��1�0/�1��2�0��

	
N �

	
V�

�* est�N2�,V��exp�− ��p − p0�V� + N2�ln��2��1�0/�1��2�0��
. �23�
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The total procedure of advanced GDI comprises a number of
steps.

Initial condition.
�1� Compute the saturation pressure p0

sat of pure compo-
nent one ���2�0=0�, along with the value of the slope
F�p0

sat , ��2�0=0�, both at the temperature of interest.
Prediction.
�2� Increment the fugacity fraction, ��2�i= ��2�i−1+���2�i,

and estimate the corresponding saturation pressure
pi

sat���2�i� from the predictor equation corresponding
to this integration step. In order to cover the region
of interest, m−1 further thermodynamic state points,
�pj , ��2�i ; j=1¯m−1�, are chosen with values close
to the estimated saturation pressure at the imposed
fugacity fraction.

�3� During the course of the simulations at integration
step i , m liquid-phase and m vapor-phase histograms
Hij�N2 ,V� are collected. The histograms of the liquid
phase are combined with the method of Ferrenberg
and Swendsen so as to obtain an estimate of the
probability distribution 	L�N2 ,V ;�2 , p� that is valid
over the range of pressures and fugacity fractions
covered by the simulations. The same procedure ap-
plies to the vapor phase.

Correction.
�4� The estimated slope of Clapeyron equation �2�,

�pi
sat , ��2�i ;��, is obtained from

FNpi���2�i
=

1

��2�i�1 − ��2�i�
1

�pi

�
�x2�NLpi���2�i

L − �x2�NVpi���2�i

V

�v�NLpi���2�i

L − �v�NVpi���2�i

V . �24�

The properties within brackets are computed from

�O�N�pi���2�i

� = 	
N2

�
	
V�

O�N2
�,V��	��N2

�,V�;pi,��2�i� . �25�

�5� Apply the relevant corrector equation to update the
value of pi

sat, using the slope computed in step �4�
along with previously computed slopes.

�6� Repeat steps �4� and �5� until the specified conver-
gence criterion has been met. Ensemble averages of
relevant properties at coexistence conditions are
again obtained from Eq. �25�.

Proceed with next integration step (if required).
�7� Go to step �2�.
In the procedure described above, the probability distri-

bution 	��N2 ,V ;�2 , p� is estimated by combining m histo-
grams at a single integration step. However, in case the inte-
gration steps are not too large, histograms obtained at
different fugacity fractions �integration steps� have consider-
able overlap as well. Combining the histograms of several
integration steps extends the region of validity of
	��N2 ,V ;�2 , p�. This procedure enables the computation of a
whole coexistence line instead of only coexistence points at
predetermined fugacity fractions. This coexistence line can
be represented as a polynomial of saturation pressure ex-

pressed in powers of the fugacity fraction. Such a polyno-
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mial, along with the probabilities 	��N2 ,V ;�2 , p�, provides
the possibility to compute a coexistence point corresponding
to a particular mole fraction or density of either phase. This
is advantageous as, from an experimental point of view, mole
fractions and densities are more interesting properties than a
fugacity fraction is.

As histograms collected at the current integration step
also improve the estimate of that part of the degeneracy that
is important at prior integration steps, the current simulation
improves the predictions at previously computed coexistence
points as well. This retroactive behavior is an advantage of
the advanced GDI method over the conventional method.
The fixed number of simulations, as opposed to an unknown
number, is another advantage of the advanced GDI method.
It is expected that the retroactive nature and the fixed number
of simulations make the advanced method faster than the
conventional method for similar statistical errors of the re-
sults.

D. Error analysis of advanced Gibbs-Duhem
integration

In this section, the major sources of error in advanced
GDI are discussed: the propagation of statistical errors via
the corrector equations and the influence of the error in the
initial point on the deviation of the predicted coexistence
curve from the true coexistence curve. As pointed out in Sec.
II B, the extrapolative power of histogram reweighting is
limited due to the poorly sampled tails of the histograms.35,36

However, in this work interpolation between histograms
�state points� is used instead of extrapolation to regions
where few data have been collected. Furthermore, it is
checked whether histograms at nearby thermodynamic state
points have sufficient overlap. For that reason, the errors due
to bad sampling of the tails of the histograms and due to
insufficient overlap of histograms will not be considered.

1. Propagation of statistical errors

The slopes of the Clapeyron equation at successive inte-
gration points are computed from isobaric semigrand-
canonical Monte Carlo simulations. In this example, it is
assumed that the integration variable is the fugacity fraction
although it can be the saturation pressure as well. As the
successive estimates of the saturation pressures are coupled
via corrector equations,15 the variance of the saturation pres-
sure at a particular thermodynamic state point depends on the
variances of formerly determined saturation pressures/slopes
of the Clapeyron equation. The set of corrector equations for
subsequent integration steps forms a linear system. After suc-
cessive substitution of corrector equations into one another,
one obtains the influence of the saturation pressure on pre-
determined slopes15

P = ���F + p0, �26�

where p0 is the saturation pressure corresponding to the es-
timate of the initial coexistence point, and ��� is a matrix
that contains parameters from corrector equations. The ele-
ments of the vectors P and F respectively, contain the satu-

ration pressures and slopes of successive integration steps.
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The variance �pn

2 of the saturation pressure at integration step
n is given by

�pn

2 = �n�”�F��n
T, �27�

where �”�F� is the variance-covariance matrix of the slopes,
and 
n is the nth row vector of matrix ���. The slopes at
successive integration points are statistically dependent as
they are computed from a degeneracy that has been opti-
mized to samples collected at multiple state points simulta-
neously. Thus, covariances in �”�F� are generally nonzero.

Instead of collecting data at thermodynamic state point i
into a single histogram, data are collected on a regular basis
into M subhistograms. These subhistograms are more or less
statistically independent. The variances and covariances in
the matrix �”�F� and other ensemble averages at coexistence
are computed as follows.

�1� From the M subhistograms collected at thermodynamic
state point i in phase � randomly pick M subhisto-
grams, not trying to avoid multiple sampling. The
sum of these selected subhistograms forms a
bootstrap-sample52 histogram, Hi

*,��N2 ,V�, of
Hi

��N2 ,V�.
�2� Repeat step �1� for every histogram that takes part in

MHR.
�3� Perform MHR with the bootstrap samples of the histo-

grams. This results in bootstrap-sample probabilities
	*,��N2 ,V ; ��2�i , pi� for both phases.

�4� Application of Eqs. �24� and �25� and the relevant cor-
rector equations provides bootstrap samples of the satu-
ration pressures pi

*, densities ��i
*,L ,�i

*,V� and mole frac-
tions ��x2

*,L�i , �x2
*,V�i� at coexistence, and slopes Fi

* at
integration step i.

�5� Repeat steps �1�–�4� a large number of times, say, NB

times, and compute the bootstrap estimate of the vari-
ance of variable Yi at thermodynamic state point i and
the covariance between variables Yi and Yk at thermo-
dynamic state points i and k from

�Yi

2 =
1

NB − 1	
j=1

NB

�Yij
* − �Yi��2, �28�

�YiYk

2 =
1

NB − 1	
j=1

NB

�Yij
* − �Yi���Ykj

* − �Yk�� . �29�

2. Influence of the error in the initial point
on deviation from the true coexistence line

Gibbs-Duhem integration commences from an estimate
of the initial coexistence point. The saturation pressure at the
initial coexistence point has a statistical uncertainty and will
deviate from the true, unknown, saturation pressure at the
temperature of interest. As a consequence, the liquid-phase
effective configurational semigrand energy per molecule,

ln� f̂1 / pref�, will be different from the vapor-phase value.
Thus, in general GDI will trace a curve of nonzero free-

energy difference between the phases.
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Kofke53 analyzed the influence of the error in the initial
coexistence point on the difference between the true outcome
and the result obtained from GDI. Such a comparison is only
possible in case the true coexistence line is known. Unfortu-
nately, this is not the case in this work. The analysis goes as
follows.53 The variable that is fixed throughout the series of
integration steps is the temperature. The fugacity fraction is
the independent integration variable and the pressure the de-

pendent one. The Taylor-series expansion of ln� f̂1 / pref� up to
first order in the pressure expanded about the true saturation
pressure psat at the imposed fugacity fraction ��2�0 and recip-
rocal temperature � is given by

ln� f̂1

pref��p;��2�0,�� � ln� f̂1

pref��psat;��2�0,��

+ ��v���2�0,psat,��p − psat� . �30�

Subtraction of the truncated Taylor-series expansion for the
liquid phase from the expansion for the vapor phase gives

�LV ln� f̂1

pref��p;��2�0,�� � ��LV�v���2�0,psat,��p − psat� .

�31�

Assume that the Gibbs-Duhem integration method keeps the

difference �LV ln� f̂1 / pref� unchanged. This assumption re-
sults in the following relation for the deviation of the pre-
dicted saturation pressure from the true saturation pressure at
coexistence point i.53

�pi
sat,est − pi

sat� =
�LV�v���2�0,p0

sat,�

�LV�v���2�i,pi
sat,�

�p0
sat,est − p0

sat� . �32�

Obviously, it makes sense to perform the integration into the
direction of increasing �LVv so as to weaken the influence of
the error in the estimate of the initial saturation pressure.53

However, this effect is only important if the difference �LVv
changes significantly over the range of fugacity fractions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Simulation details

The force field that is used in this work is a Lennard-
Jones 12-6 potential with Coulombic charges on the interac-
tion sites wherever necessary. The Coulombic energy is com-
puted with the Ewald summation method.54 The Ewald
screening parameter and the upper bound in the reciprocal
space were fixed at �=5.6 and kmax=6. The total intermo-
lecular potential is given by

Uinter = 4	
i=1

N−1

	
j=i+1

N

	
�=1

ni

	
=1

nj

���� ��

ri�j
�12

− � ��

ri�j
�6�

+
1

4	�0
	
i=1

N−1

	
j=i+1

N

	
�=1

ni

	
=1

nj qi
�qj



ri�j
, �33�

where �0 is the vacuum permittivity, qi
� is the partial charge

� on molecule i , ni is the number of partial charges on mol-

ecule i ,ri�j is the distance between interaction sites i� and
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j, and �� and ���, respectively, are the Lennard-Jones
collision-diameter and well-depth parameters for the interac-
tion between site � and site . The usual Lennard-Jones long-
range corrections were applied54 with a potential cutoff of at
least three times the largest Lennard-Jones collision-diameter
� in the simulated system. The cutoff was checked against
half the box length after every successful volume change.

The Lennard-Jones parameters for interactions between
unlike interaction sites were computed from so-called com-
bining rules. The most widely used combining rules for
Lennard-Jones parameters are the Lorentz rule for the colli-
sion diameters and the Berthelot rule for the well depths54

�ij =
�ii + � j j

2
, �ij = ��ii� j j . �34�

The Lorentz rule is exact for mixtures of hard spheres. The
Berthelot combining rule is a simplification of the combining
rule that can be derived from the London theory of disper-
sion forces.55,56 It is known to overestimate the interactions
between unlike molecules.55,57 Several researchers tried to
correct for this systematic deviation by the inclusion of
binary-interaction parameters in the Lorentz/Berthelot �LB�
combining rules4,5,7,58–61 with values close to zero.4,60–62

Over the years, a large variety of combining rules has
been developed.55,63,64 A combining rule for the well depths,
which weakens the strength of the interactions between un-
like groups with respect to the Berthelot rule, was given by
Hudson and McCoubrey �HMcC�56

�ij
HMcC � 2

�IiIj

Ii + Ij
�2��ii� j j

�ii + � j j
�6

��ii� j j , �35�

where Ij is the ionization potential belonging to the molecule

TABLE I. Vapor-liquid coexistence points of pure components along with s
coexistence.

T �K� psim �MPa� �L
sim�kg/m3� �V

sim�kg/m3� � fC2H6

HCH4

250 1.313�7� 443.5�4� 23.3�2� 0.108�

T �K� psim �MPa� �L
sim�kg/m3� �V

sim�kg/m3� � fC3H8

HCH4

270 0.433�9� 527.2�3� 9.3�2� 0.32�5

T �K� psim �MPa� �L
sim�kg/m3� �V

sim�kg/m3� � fC2H6

HCO2

207 0.297�5� 506.6�4� 5.5�1� 0.20�1
250 1.313�7� 443.5�4� 23.3�2� 0.32�1

263.15 1.85�1� 419.8�5� 33.2�2� 0.34�2
207 0.297�5� 506.6�4� 5.5�1� 0.252�
250 1.313�7� 443.5�4� 23.3�2� 0.37�3

263.15 1.85�1� 419.8�5� 33.2�2� 0.40�3

T �K� psim �MPa� �L
sim�kg/m3� �V

sim�kg/m3� � fC3H8

HCO2

230 0.096�4� 576.1�4� 2.3�1� 0.029�
270 0.433�9� 527.2�3� 9.3�2� 0.088�

294.26 0.88�1� 493.7�8� 18.7�2� 0.093�
that contains interaction site j. Although superior to the Ber-
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thelot combining rule, the HMcC combining rule still tends
to overestimate the dispersion energy between unlike
molecules.55 For molecules with equal collision diameters
and ionization potentials, Eq. �35� reduces to the Berthelot
combining rule.

Khalaf Al-Matar and Rockstraw65 state that combining
rules are meant to reduce the number of parameters in a force
field. In their opinion, incorporation of additional parameters
such as ionization potentials should be avoided whenever
possible. Of course, it makes sense to exclude parameters
derived from experimental mixture data. However, incorpo-
ration of ionization potentials or polarizabilities, which are
pure-component properties that are available for a lot of mol-
ecules, is not against the purpose of combining rules.

The simulations in this work were either performed with
the LB combining rules for all interactions or with the LB
combining rules for interactions between like molecules and
Lorentz/Hudson-McCoubrey �LHMcC� combining rules for
interactions between unlike molecules. The pure-component
interactions are to be computed with the LB combining rules
as force-field parameters for the components of interest are
optimized with these combining rules. For that reason, the
HMcC combining rule was only used for interactions be-
tween unlike molecules.

Simulation results for several binary mixtures are pre-
sented in Secs. III B–III E. The force-field parameters for the
molecules of interest were taken from literature. Methane,
ethane, and propane were modeled with the TraPPE-EH
force field,66 and carbon dioxide was modeled with the
TraPPE-AA force field.10 These all-atom force fields predict
pure-component vapor-liquid equilibria in close agreement

15,66

tion results for ratios of solvent’s fugacity over solute’s Henry’s constant at

� fC2H6

HCH4
�

V
Comb. rule unlike molecules Simulation method

0.83�2� LHMcC DM+OlD

� fC3H8

HCH4
�

V

Comb. rule unlike molecules Simulation method

0.89�2� LHMcC DM+OlD

� fC2H6

HCO2
�

V

Comb. rule unlike molecules Simulation method

0.97�1� LHMcC DM+OlD
0.89�1� LHMcC DM+OlD
0.87�2� LHMcC DM+OlD
0.961�8� LB DM+OlD
0.89�2� LB DM+OlD
0.88�3� LB DM+OlD

� fC3H8

HCO2
�

V

Comb. rule unlike molecules Simulation method

0.96�2� LHMcC DM+OlD
0.90�1� LHMcC DM+OlD
0.85�3� LHMcC DM+OlD
imula

�
L

6�

�
L

�

�
L

�
�
�
9�
�
�

�
L

4�
9�
1�
with experimental data. Thus, simulation of the vapor-
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liquid equilibria of mixtures of above-mentioned compo-
nents is a perfect means to judge the capabilities of different
combining rules.

Intramolecular flexibility in the TraPPE-EH force field66

comprises bond-angle bending and rotation about torsion
angles. The intramolecular potential, without Lennard-Jones
and Coulombic contributions, is given by

Uintra =
k�

2
�� − �0�2 + c1�1 + cos �� + c2�1 − cos 2��

+ c3�1 + cos 3�� , �36�

where � is a bond angle, �0 is the expectation value of bond
angle �, and � is a torsion angle. The types of molecules that
are used in this work neither have intramolecular Lennard-
Jones nor intramolecular Coulombic interactions.

Liquid phases contained NL=300 molecules and vapor
phases NV=100 molecules. After 2500 equilibration Monte
Carlo �MC� cycles, 10 000 production MC cycles were per-
formed. Every MC cycle consisted of 0.7Ni translations,
0.3Ni rotations, Ni identity changes, a change of the volume,
and 0.05Ni parallel-tempering configuration switches,15

FIG. 1. Schematic pictures of a system in which component two is super
fugacity fraction. The symbols between vertical bars represent saturation pre
the other hand, the symbols between horizontal bars represent fugacity frac
ends of the bars represent the chosen state points in the neighborhood of th

FIG. 2. pxy-data of the binary mixture ethane/methane at T=250 K. �; exp
Wei et al.81 �a� gray circles, �, and gray triangles respectively represent si

62
Zhang and Duan. �b� �; our simulation results.
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where i represents the liquid or the vapor phase. The parallel-
tempering configuration switches were only performed be-
tween phases with neighboring state points.

Maximum translations, rotations, and volume changes
were adjusted during the equilibration period of the simula-
tion to yield a fraction of accepted MC trial moves of about
50%. Different maximum displacements were used for the
liquid and the vapor phases. The usual cubic periodic-
boundary conditions with the minimum-image convention
were employed.54 Initially, the statistical uncertainty of the
ensemble averages was computed with the block-averaging
method of Flyvbjerg and Petersen.67 This analysis revealed
the minimum block length needed to obtain uncorrelated
blocks of samples. It turned out that blocks of a few thou-
sands MC cycles were uncorrelated. The statistical errors
given in this work have been computed from the application
of the bootstrap method52 to regularly saved blocks of 2500
MC cycles.

The initial pure-component coexistence points needed to
start GDI were computed in the NV� Gibbs ensemble. The
saturation pressures of the initial points have been computed
from volume perturbations.68 Initial slopes of the Clapeyron

l. �a� Vapor-liquid equilibria. �b� Dimensionless saturation pressure p* vs
s obtained from the predictor equation at an imposed fugacity fraction. On
obtained from the predictor equation at imposed saturation pressures. The
mated coexistence point.

ental data published by Davalos et al.,80 �; experimental data published by
tion results published by Vrabec and Fischer,60 by Liu and Beck,61 and by
critica
ssure
tions
erim
mula
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equation have been computed from the overlapping-
distributions difference method �DM+OlD�. A description of
these methods is given in previous work.15

In all isobaric semigrand-canonical simulations, molecu-
lar translations and rotations were, respectively, force biased
and torque biased.14,15,69,70 The bias strengths for force-
biased translations and torque-biased rotations were fixed at
0.5. Energy-biased trial identity changes with bias strengths
�=−0.5 and �=0 were employed.15 Higher-order variable-
step-size predictor-corrector equations were used.15 The
number of state points per integration step was fixed at three.
Thus, the computation of one coexistence point required
three liquid and three vapor-phase isobaric semigrand-
ensemble simulations.

The bin widths �V for the volume dimensions of the
liquid- and vapor-phase histograms were determined during
the equilibration phase of the simulation at the very first
integration step. The bin widths were given such values so as
to result in approximately 40 volume bins. As a large number
of histograms at different thermodynamic state points is
combined, the fluctuating volume and composition may be
very different in successive integration steps. This is no
problem for the compositions, since the number of bins for

FIG. 3. Liquid and vapor densities at coexistence of the binary mixture ethan
represent simulation results published by Liu and Beck,61 by Vrabec and Fisc
Liquid density.

FIG. 4. Vapor-liquid equilibria of the binary mixture propane/methane at T
simulation results computed with LB combining rules for interactions betw

molecules. �a� pxy data. �b� Liquid and vapor densities at coexistence.
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N2 cannot exceed the total number of molecules. However,
the change of volume can be more problematic. Consider, for
example, the vapor-liquid equilibria of a binary mixture in
which component two is supercritical �see Fig. 1�a��. The
numerical integration starts at pure component one. As the
very first simulation takes place at relatively low pressures,
the difference between the liquid- and vapor-phase molar
volumes can be huge. Since the initial numbers of volume
bins for the liquid- and the vapor phase are equal, the vapor-
phase volume bin width is much larger than the volume bin
width of the liquid phase. Now, the integration proceeds to
higher fugacity fractions and higher pressures. The mixture
approaches the vapor-liquid critical point, resulting in a de-
creasing difference between the molar volumes of the vapor
and the liquid phase. Thus, the number of volume bins in the
liquid phase grows. On the other hand, the number of vol-
ume bins in the vapor phase decreases.

In order to avoid an unbridled increase of liquid-phase
volume bins or a low resolution of the volume distribution in
the vapor phase, we used a logarithmic volume bin width
� ln V. The lower �−� and upper �+� limits of the volumes
that contribute to bin i in phase � are computed from

hane at T=250 K. Gray triangles, gray circles, and gray squares respectively
0 and by Zhang and Duan.62 �; our simulation results. �a� Vapor density. �b�

K. �, experimental data from Webster and Kidnay �Ref. 82�, and �; our
ke molecules and LHMcC combining rules for interactions between unlike
e/met
her,6
=270
een li
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Vi
�,− = exp�ln�Vref

� � + i� ln V�� ,

�37�
Vi

�,+ = exp�ln�Vref
� � + �i + 1�� ln V�� ,

where Vref
� is the reference volume of phase �. The dis-

cretized volume that belongs to bin i is given by

Vi
� =

Vi
�,− + Vi

�,+

2
. �38�

Figure 1�b� shows how the three thermodynamic state
points at successive integration points are chosen. In case the
slope of the Clapeyron equation is moderate, the fugacity
fraction is incremented with an amount that makes sure that
the composition dimensions of the histograms at state point i
sufficiently overlap. As already mentioned, the saturation
pressure at the incremented fugacity fraction is estimated
from the predictor equation. Two other state points that only
differ in pressure are chosen, one pressure 10% lower and
one 10% higher than the predicted saturation pressure. As the
pressure changes only slightly with the fugacity fraction,
the volume dimensions of the histograms will have enough
overlap.

FIG. 5. Vapor-liquid equilibria of the binary mixture propane/carbon dioxid
our simulation results computed with LB combining rules for interactions bet
molecules. �a� pxy data. �b� Liquid and vapor densities at coexistence.

FIG. 6. Vapor-liquid equilibria of the binary mixture propane/carbon dioxid
our simulation results computed with LB combining rules for interactions bet

molecules. �a� pxy data. �b� Liquid and vapor densities at coexistence.
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From Fig. 1�b�, it is clear that the slope can reach very
large values in case component two is supercritical. This
means that a tiny increment in the fugacity fraction results in
a large change of the predicted saturation pressure. It is ques-
tionable whether the histograms collected at the predicted
saturation pressure will have enough overlap with the vol-
ume dimensions of histograms collected at former thermody-
namic state points. Therefore, it is convenient to increment
the saturation pressure instead of the fugacity fraction. The
fugacity fraction at the incremented saturation pressure is
then estimated from a polynomial fit to former coexistence
points. Two other state points are chosen that only differ in
their fugacity fractions, one 3% lower and one 3% higher
than the predicted fugacity. A lack of overlap between histo-
grams collected at nearby state points is easily detected from
an increasing number of MHR optimization iterations, or
earlier during the simulation, from a low percentage of ac-
cepted parallel-tempering configuration switches. Like other
authors do either implicitly51,71,72 or explicitly,73 the correla-
tion between subsequent samples is neglected in the applica-
tion of MHR to the collected histograms. This means that the
gj’s in Eq. �22� are put to one. The influence of this approxi-

=230 K. �, experimental data from Webster and Kidnay �Ref. 82� and �;
like molecules and LHMcC combining rules for interactions between unlike

=270 K. �, experimental data from Webster and Kidnay �Ref. 82� and �;
like molecules and LHMcC combining rules for interactions between unlike
e at T
ween
e at T
ween
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mation has not been investigated but seems to be small.37

Simulation data in Secs. III B–III E are presented in graphi-
cal form. The corresponding data have been deposited in
tabular form as an electronic file at EPAPS.74

B. Binary system methane/ethane

The advanced Gibbs-Duhem integration method was
used to simulate the vapor-liquid equilibria of the binary sys-
tem methane/ethane at T=250 K. Simulation results for the
initial point �pure ethane� and the initial slope of the Clap-
eyron equation in the limit of pure ethane are given in Table
I. The LB combining rules were used for the interactions
between like molecules and the LHMcC combining rules for
interactions between unlike molecules. The difference be-
tween the Hudson-McCoubrey and Berthelot combining
rules is negligible for this binary mixture as ethane and
methane have similar ionization potentials75 and almost iden-
tical collision diameters.66 Simulation results for the vapor-
liquid equilibria of the binary mixture are given in Figs. 2
and 3. Figures 2 and 3 also include simulation results pub-
lished by other authors. These results have been obtained
with different force fields.

The simulation results presented in this section are much
smoother than the simulation results published by other re-
searchers. In general, they are also smoother than the results
obtained from the conventional Gibbs-Duhem integration
method. This is a result of the retroactive nature of MHR;
histograms collected during a current simulation also im-
prove the estimate of the degeneracy in the range that is
important to previously computed coexistence points.

The simulation results obtained with advanced Gibbs-
Duhem integration are in good agreement with experimental
data. Unfortunately, there are no experimental density data
available to compare our simulation results with. However,
Vrabec and Fischer60 compared their simulated liquid and
vapor densities at phase coexistence with predictions from an
equation of state �EOS�. Their results were in good agree-
ment with the EOS predictions, and the results presented in
this section are in turn in good agreement with the results of
Vrabec and Fischer. Thus, it is stated that the simple force
fields of Vrabec and Fischer perform, at least at this tempera-

FIG. 7. pxy-data of the binary mixture propane/carbon dioxide at T=294.26
simulation results taken from Potoff et al.,11 obtained with LB combining ru

combining rules for interactions between like molecules and Kong combining rul
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ture, equally well as the advanced TraPPE-EH force field.
Nevertheless, the complexity of the TraPPE-EH force field is
justified by the transferability of its parameters.

C. Binary system propane/methane

Simulation results for the initial point �pure propane� and
the initial slope of the Clapeyron equation in the limit of pure
propane are given in Table I. The LB combining rules were
used for the interactions between like molecules and the LH-
McC combining rules for the interactions between unlike
molecules. The difference between the Hudson-McCoubrey
and the Berthelot combining rules is again negligible for this
mixture as propane and methane have similar ionization
potentials75 and almost identical collision diameters.66

Simulation results for the vapor-liquid equilibria of the
binary mixture are presented in graphical form in Fig. 4. The
simulated vapor-liquid equilibria perfectly match the experi-
mental data over a large range of fugacity fractions and pres-
sures and are very smooth. The results in the vicinity of the
critical point deviate from the experimental ones, probably
due to finite-size effects. The simulation results for ethane/
methane and for propane/methane show how well the ad-
vanced TraPPE-EH force field performs.

D. Binary system propane/carbon dioxide

In this section, we present simulation results for the
vapor-liquid equilibria of the binary system propane/carbon
dioxide at T=230 K, T=270 K, and T=294.26 K. Vapor-
liquid equilibria of this system have also been simulated by
Moon and Moon with the Np� Gibbs ensemble.76 Potoff
et al.11 and Potoff and Siepmann10 used grand-canonical
simulations with multiple-histogram reweighting. In these
studies, different force fields and combining rules were used.
Potoff and Siepmann10 used experimental vapor-liquid equi-
libria of this binary mixture at T=294.26 K to make the
TraPPE-AA force field for carbon dioxide consistent with the
TraPPE-EH force fields for n-alkanes. For this reason, it is
not surprising that these force fields predict the vapor-liquid
equilibria of this mixture, in particular, at T=294.26 K, very
well.

; experimental vapor-liquid equilibria published by Reamer et al.83 �a� �;
gray circles; simulation results taken from Potoff et al.,11 obtained with LB
K. �

les,

es for interactions between unlike molecules. �b� �; our simulation results.
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In contrast to the work of Potoff and Siepmann �all-atom
TraPPE potential�,10 we employed the LB combining rules
for interactions between like molecules and the LHMcC
combining rules for interactions between unlike molecules.
Simulation results for the initial point �pure propane� and the
initial slope of the Clapeyron equation in the limit of pure
propane are given in Table I. Simulation results for the
vapor-liquid equilibria of the binary mixture are presented in
graphical form in Figs. 5–8.

Figure 7 also includes simulation results published by
Potoff et al.,11 who performed two series of simulations: ei-
ther the LB combining rules for all interactions or the LB
combining rules for the interactions between like molecules
and the Kong combining rules for the interactions between
unlike molecules were used. They showed that the latter
combination of combining rules considerably improved the
agreement between experimental and simulated vapor-liquid
equilibria of systems containing n-alkane/carbon dioxide
mixtures. From Fig. 7, it is clear that the simulation results of
Potoff et al., performed with the LB combining rules for
interactions between like molecules and the Kong combining
rules for interactions between unlike molecules, agree very

FIG. 8. Liquid and vapor densities at coexistence of the binary mixture pro
et al. �Ref. 83� and �; our simulation results obtained with
LHMcC combining rules for interactions between unlike molecules. �a� Vap

FIG. 9. Vapor-liquid equilibria of the binary mixture ethane/carbon dioxid
Brown et al.84 and by Wei et al.,81 gray circles; our simulation results ob
combining rules for interactions between like molecules and LHMcC comb

79
indicate the expected phase behavior. �b� Liquid and vapor densities at coexiste
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well with the experimental data. Their results obtained with
LB combining rules for all interactions are systematically
low.

Potoff and Siepmann10 showed that the simple LB com-
bining rules can do a good job when predicting vapor-liquid
equilibria of binary and ternary mixtures of n-alkanes, car-
bon dioxide, and nitrogen. In order to reach this result, pure-
component force-field parameters of carbon dioxide were op-
timized to vapor-liquid equilibria of the binary mixture
propane/carbon dioxide so as to find a good balance between
the Lennard-Jones interactions and the Coulombic interac-
tions. Simulation results published by Potoff and
Siepmann,10 at T=294.26 K, were not available in tabular
form. However, from their simulation results in graphical
form, it was obvious that the liquid- and vapor-phase com-
positions were only slightly too high.10 The simulation re-
sults at T=294.26 K, as presented in this section, show even
better agreement with experimental data than the results of
Potoff et al.11 and Potoff and Siepmann do.10 From Fig. 8, it
is seen that the vapor and liquid densities at coexistence are
also in good agreement with experimental values. Unfortu-
nately, the saturation pressures at T=230 K and T=270 K

carbon dioxide at T=294.26 K. �; experimental data published by Reamer
combining rules for interactions between like molecules and

nsity. �b� Liquid density.

=207 K. � and � respectively represent experimental data published by
d with LB combining rules, �; our simulation results computed with LB

rules for interactions between unlike molecules. �a� pxy data. Solid lines
pane/
LB
e at T
taine
ining
nce.
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are systematically low at high mole fractions of carbon di-
oxide. As the predictions of the binary vapor-liquid equilibria
are qualitatively correct, further optimization of the force-
field parameters of carbon dioxide to low-temperature data
will improve the predictive power of the all-atom TraPPE
force field.

E. Binary system ethane/carbon dioxide

The vapor-liquid equilibria of the binary mixture ethane/
carbon dioxide have been simulated by a number of re-
searchers with a variety of simulation techniques, force
fields, and combining rules,11,60,61,77 the reason of which
probably is the occurrence of maximum-pressure azeotropy.
Furthermore, the system exhibits critical azeotropy,78 how-
ever, this phenomenon has not been studied with molecular
simulation. Maximum-pressure azeotropy occurs when com-
ponent one is a bad solvent for component two and vice
versa. Although azeotropy is not a very exciting phenomenon
from a thermodynamic point of view, it is a challenge to
predict the right azeotropic pressure and composition with
molecular simulation.

In this section, simulation results of vapor-liquid equilib-
ria at T=207 K, T=250 K, and T=263.15 K are presented.

FIG. 10. pxy-data of the binary mixture ethane/carbon dioxide at T=250 K.
by Brown et al.,84 and by Davalos et al.80 �a� � and gray circles are simul
triangles; our simulation results obtained with LB combining rules, �; our s
molecules and LHMcC combining rules for interactions between unlike mo

FIG. 11. Liquid and vapor densities at coexistence of the binary mixture e
Vrabec and Fischer,60 gray triangles; our simulation results obtained with LB

interactions between like molecules and LHMcC combining rules for interaction
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Every GDI series has been performed twice. The first series
of simulations has been performed with the LB combining
rules for both interactions between like molecules and inter-
actions between unlike molecules, while in the second case
the LB combining rules were used for the interactions be-
tween like molecules and the LHMcC combining rules for
interactions between unlike molecules.

Simulation results for the initial point �pure ethane� and
the initial slope of the Clapeyron equation in the limit of pure
ethane are given in Table I. Simulation results for the binary
vapor-liquid equilibria are presented in graphical from in
Figs. 9–13. Figures 10 and 11 also include simulation results
published by Liu and Beck61 and by Vrabec and Fischer.60

Figure 12 also contains simulation results published by Pot-
off et al.11 Details of the simulation results of Potoff et al.
were given in Sec. III D.

The simulation results at T=207 K, as presented in Fig.
9, show that, though the predictions qualitatively match ex-
perimental data, even the combination of the advanced
TraPPE-AA force field for carbon dioxide and the
TraPPE-EH force field for ethane does not predict the right
azeotropic pressure. Nevertheless, the azeotropic composi-
tion is predicted fairly well.

, and � respectively represent experimental data published by Wei et al.,81

results published by Liu and Beck61 and by Vrabec and Fischer.60 �b� gray
tion results obtained with LB combining rules for interactions between like
s.

/carbon dioxide at T=250 K. Gray circles; simulation results published by
ining rules, �; our simulation results obtained with LB combining rules for
�, �

ation
imula
thane
comb
s between unlike molecules. �a� Vapor density. �b� Liquid density.
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It is known from experiment that pure carbon dioxide
forms a stable solid phase at T=207 K.79 However, the
Gibbs-Duhem integration method traces the vapor-liquid co-
existence line up to pure carbon dioxide. The expected phase
behavior of the binary mixture at T=207 K, based on experi-
mental points,86 is indicated in Fig. 9. The uppermost vapor-
liquid saturation pressures in Fig. 9 are close to liquid-vapor-
solid �LVS�-three-phase equilibrium. The solid phase is
expected to consist of pure carbon dioxide.86 As the forma-
tion of a liquid-solid interface in a liquidlike simulation has a
high physical and an artificial free-energy barrier, freezing of
the liquid phase was not observed. It is also possible that the
solid phase corresponding to the TraPPE-AA force field is
not stable at the relevant physical conditions.

The simulation results obtained at T=250 K show the
same trends as those at T=207 K. The results obtained with
the advanced Gibbs-Duhem integration method are much
smoother than those published by Vrabec and Fischer60 and
by Liu and Beck.61 However, the simulation results taken
from Vrabec and Fischer are closer to the experimental data.

FIG. 12. pxy-data of the binary mixture ethane/carbon dioxide at T=263.15
and by Fredenslund et al.85 �a� Gray circles; simulation results taken from Po
Potoff et al.,11 computed with LB combining rules for interactions betwe
molecules. �b� Gray circles; our simulation results obtained with LB com
interactions between like molecules and LHMcC combining rules for intera

FIG. 13. Liquid and vapor densities at coexistence of the binary mixture eth
with LB combining rules, �; our simulation results obtained with LB comb

for interactions between unlike molecules. �a� Vapor density. �b� Liquid density.
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Although their force fields are very simple, this is not sur-
prising as Vrabec and Fischer used a binary interaction pa-
rameter that had been optimized to mixture data.

The simulation results obtained at T=263.15 K qualita-
tively agree with their experimental counterparts. Like the
results obtained at T=207 K and T=250 K, the prediction at
T=263.15 K is systematically lower than the experimental
values. The simulation results published by Potoff et al.,11

obtained with LB combining rules for interactions between
like molecules and Kong combining rules for interactions
between unlike molecules, have slightly higher saturation
pressure than the experimental coexistence points. Their pre-
dictions with LB combining rules for all interactions have far
too low saturation pressures. Notice that the predicted coex-
istence curves with and without Kong combining rules end
up in rather different saturation pressures of pure carbon di-
oxide. This phenomenon is strange as the pure-component
interactions for both series of simulations both depend on LB
combining rules. It is concluded from Figs. 9, 10, and 12 that
the use of the LHMcC combining rules, as opposed to the

and � respectively represent experimental data published by Brown et al.84

t al.,11 computed with LB combining rules, �; simulation results taken from
ke molecules and Kong combining rules for interactions between unlike
g rules, �; our simulation results obtained with LB combining rules for
s between unlike molecules.

arbon dioxide at T=263.15 K. Gray circles; our simulation results obtained
rules for interactions between like molecules and LHMcC combining rules
K. �

toff e
en li
binin
ane/c
ining
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LB combining rules for interactions between unlike mol-
ecules, brings experimental data and simulation results much
closer.

As pointed out in Sec. III D, Potoff and Siepmann10 used
experimental vapor-liquid equilibria of this binary mixture at
T=294.26 K to make the TraPPE-AA force field for carbon
dioxide consistent with the TraPPE-EH force fields for
n-alkanes. Although the predictions for the binary mixture
propane/carbon dioxide were rather quantitative, this is not
the case for the binary mixture ethane/carbon dioxide. Thus,
one can state that either optimization of the TraPPE-AA
force field for carbon dioxide to a single binary alkane/
carbon dioxide mixture is not enough or the LB combining
rules are simply not good enough to capture the phase be-
havior of ethane/carbon dioxide mixtures.

F. Error analysis

The propagation of the statistical uncertainties �p of the
predicted saturation pressures via the corrector equations in
the binary mixture ethane/methane at T=250 K is given in
Table II. It is the statistical uncertainty of the estimate of the
initial saturation pressure that mainly determines the statisti-
cal error of the saturation pressures at successive coexistence
points. Thus, in case the statistical error of the initial satura-
tion pressure is small, the statistical error of the saturation
pressure at successive integration steps will probably be
small as well.

The influence of the error in the saturation pressure cor-

TABLE II. Propagation of statistical errors ��p� and influence of the abso-
lute error in the initial point on the deviation ��p� from the true coexistence
curve.

�CH4
���

p
�MPa�

�p

�MPa�
�p

�MPa�

0.00 1.313 0.007 0.007
0.10 1.448 0.007 0.007
0.20 1.612 0.008 0.007
0.30 1.821 0.009 0.008
0.35 1.949 0.009 0.008
0.40 2.096 0.010 0.008
0.45 2.269 0.011 0.008
0.50 2.474 0.011 0.008
0.53 2.616 0.012 0.008
0.56 2.774 0.013 0.008
0.59 2.954 0.014 0.009
0.62 3.160 0.015 0.009
0.65 3.398 0.016 0.011
0.67 3.578 0.017 0.012
0.69 3.779 0.018 0.012
0.71 4.004 0.020 0.012
0.73 4.259 0.021 0.012
0.75 4.548 0.023 0.014
0.76 4.707 0.025 0.016
0.77 4.876 0.026 0.018
0.78 5.058 0.028 0.021
0.79 5.253 0.030 0.025
0.80 5.463 0.032 0.030
0.81 5.690 0.035 0.036
responding to the initial coexistence point on the deviation
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from the true coexistence curve is investigated as follows.
Take, for example, the standard deviation of the estimate of
the initial saturation pressure, �p0, as the absolute deviation
from the true saturation pressure. It is assumed that the ratio
of volume differences �see Eq. �32�� at the true saturation
pressure can be approximated by its counterpart obtained
from ensemble averages at the estimated saturation pressure.

The influence of the error in the estimate of the initial
saturation pressure on the deviation �p from the true coex-
istence line in the binary mixture ethane/methane at T
=250 K is also given in Table II. As methane is supercritical
at T=250 K, the difference �LVv changes significantly over
the integration range. Thus, the error in the estimate of the
initial saturation pressure is magnified when the vapor-liquid
critical point of the mixture is approached. From a theoreti-
cal point of view, the numerical integration should have been
started from the methane side as the difference �LVv in-
creases when integrating from the methane side to pure
ethane. However, it is questionable whether the result would
have been different when we had started the integration from
the supercritical side, as the computation of the saturation
pressure of a mixture close to the vapor-liquid critical point
involves a high statistical uncertainty or fails completely.

Clearly, the errors that arise during numerical integration
can be substantial. Therefore, it is recommended to directly
check the results of Gibbs-Duhem integration against the cri-
terion of phase coexistence on a regular basis to be sure that
the difference between the simulated and true coexistence
curves remains small.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The conventional GDI method inefficiently exploits the
molecular configurations that are generated during the simu-
lations. Furthermore, the number of simulations in the cor-
rection step is not known from the outset of the simulation.
In this work, an advanced GDI method has been introduced
which overcomes these problems.

Combination of GDI and multiple-histogram reweight-
ing enables one to replace the unknown number of simula-
tions of the prediction, correction, and production steps by a
fixed and predetermined number of simulations. The ad-
vanced method has a retroactive nature; a current simulation
also improves the predictions of previously computed coex-
istence points, resulting in smooth simulation results.

The application of the advanced GDI method depends on
the ability to compute the degeneracy and the semigrand-
canonical probability distribution from histograms collected
at different state points. The relevant relations for the degen-
eracy and semigrand-canonical probability distribution were
derived. Application of the corrector equations, along with
the semigrand-canonical probability distributions of the liq-
uid and the vapor phase, enables the computation of a whole
coexistence line from a limited number of simulations. Fur-
thermore, it is possible to search for the coexistence point
belonging to a particular liquid or vapor-phase mole fraction
or density.

The advanced GDI has been used to simulate the vapor-

liquid equilibria of a number of binary mixtures: ethane/
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methane, propane/methane, ethane/carbon dioxide, and
propane/carbon dioxide. Exploiting Lorentz/Hudson-
McCoubrey combining rules for interactions between unlike
molecules, as opposed to Lorentz/Berthelot combining rules
for all interactions, considerably improved the agreement be-
tween experimental and simulated vapor-liquid equilibria.
Nevertheless, the use of different sets of combining rules for
interactions between like and unlike molecules is inconsis-
tent. It deserves recommendation to optimize force-field pa-
rameters with a combining rule other than Berthelot. Al-
though we did not present simulation results computed with
the conventional GDI method, the advanced GDI method
generally performed much faster than the conventional
method did for approximately similar statistical uncertainties
of the results. The gain in simulation speed depends on the
system under study.

Although the all-atom TraPPE force field had been opti-
mized for interactions between carbon dioxide and
n-alkanes, it did not reproduce the experimental saturation
pressures of the binary system ethane/carbon dioxide, and
predictions of the binary mixture propane/carbon dioxide
were systematically low at the carbon dioxide side. Thus,
further optimization to other n-alkane/carbon dioxide sys-
tems is needed.

The errors that arise during numerical integration of the
Clapeyron equation can be substantial. In order to weaken
the influence of the error in the initial point, it is recom-
mended to directly check the Gibbs-Duhem integration re-
sults against the conditions of phase coexistence on a regular
basis.
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